Statutes for the medal ”For protection of the society”
§1

Assignment
Medal in ”silver” is assigned firefighters, security guards, airport and port inspectors, instructors
from training companies operating in the security field and representatives of other professionals
working for the protection of the society in a commendable manner during a period of at least 5
years and have performed the duties with efforts beyond the normal range.
In order to be awarded a medal it also requires that the nominee has worked on average full-time
during the stated period, has a good reputation among his colleagues, has performed his
commission in a safety conscious manner, and as a whole can be considered a good model for the
security area.
Medal in ”gold” is assigned firefighters, security guards, airport and port inspectors, instructors
from training companies operating in the security field and representatives of other professionals
working for the protection of the society in a commendable manner during a period of at least 10
years and have performed the duties with efforts beyond the normal range.
In order to be awarded a medal it also requires that the nominee has worked on average full-time
during the stated period, has a good reputation among his colleagues, has performed his
commission in a safety conscious manner, and as a whole can be considered a good model for the
security area.
If a special merit exists, the Society may deviate from the requirements on the years of service.

§2

Performance
Size 33 mm. Obverse: a halberd. Around the left edge text: FÖR SAMHÄLLETS SKYDD (For
protection of the society). Around the halberd text: SÄLLSKAPET FÖR
SÄKERHETENS FRÄMJANDE (Society of Security Strengthening). The reverse with a laurel
wreath. The medal is fitted with a black band with a wide yellow stripe down the middle.

§3

Application
Application for the award must be in written for form on a certain blank.

§4

Distributes
The distribution should if possible be carried out in a ceremonial manner. The medal is
accompanied by a diploma.

§5

Costs
The medal is paid for by the person making application for the award.

§6

Amendment of statutes
Amendments of the statutes can only be decided by the Board of the Society.

